Battrion AG appoints Markus Vollstedt as CEO
Dübendorf, ZH (CH) January 4, 2021 - Battrion AG announces the appointment of Mr. Markus
Vollstedt to the position of CEO, effective January 1, 2021. Dr. Martin Ebner, who held the
position since co-founding Battrion in 2015, assumes the role of CTO. Dr. Max Kory completes
the Management Team in his function as COO as before.
The moves are intended to further strengthen the Management Team and to provide
additional specialization in the respective responsibilities. Markus Vollstedt (57), economist by
professional education, brings significant experience in management, sales, and finance,
especially in young and fast-growing companies. Markus Vollstedt successfully founded,
developed and sold businesses, and is active as an investor in tech companies. Dr. Deniz
Bozyigit, to date CTO of Battrion, will leave the Management Team and concentrate on his role
as Board Member and supporting the company on strategic and technological topics. The
Board of Battrion thanks Deniz for his extraordinary work which brought Battrion to the next
level.
“Markus Vollstedt has a great leadership track record and breadth of business experience to
guide Battrion growing its business. He ideally complements and reinforces our Management
Team. We are excited to fully focus on bringing Battrion’s Aligned Graphite® Technology to the
market.” said Dr. Martin Ebner.
Markus Vollstedt comments: “I am honored and thrilled to lead an extraordinary and
innovative company as Chief Executive Officer. Fast charging through Battrion’s Aligned
Graphite® Technology is the game changer with big customer benefits.”
Dr. Ulrich Ehmes, President of the Board of Directors, who is supporting the company since 2018,
adds: “Battrion has made impressive progress last year scaling up the technology, and
developing a substantial customer list. The Board is very happy to complement the
Management Team with Markus Vollstedt and his senior competence in order to leverage the
business opportunities. I can see that the team is really excited to start into the new year.”
About Markus Vollstedt
www.linkedin.com/in/markusvollstedt
About Battrion AG
Battrion AG develops and markets its Aligned Graphite® Technology (AGT) to decrease the
charging time of lithium-ion batteries by up to 50% and cell resistance by up to 25%. By
improving the fabrication process of negative electrodes, AGT enhances battery performance
without compromising energy density, lifetime, or safety. Battrion operates a small-scale
production line in its R&D facility in Dübendorf, Zurich, and is licensing its technology worldwide.
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